
Now a simple touch makes  
your entire home more comfortable.
Finally, true home comfort is no sweat thanks to the revolutionary Coleman® Echelon™  
Residential Communicating Control. Unlike traditional thermostats, the control reaches out  
and “talks” to every smart Coleman® HVAC device in your comfort system to ensure each  
is working together at maximum efficiency. From your air conditioner, to your furnace, to other  
system accessories, you’ll find the Echelon™ Residential Communicating Control sets a new  
standard in sophistication and ease-of-use to create the best comfort level for your lifestyle.

Talk to your local Indoor Outfitter™ to see more ways the Coleman® Echelon™  
Residential Communicating Control can make you feel more comfortable.

Your ideal indoor environment begins here.



Get outstanding comfort with  
advanced features that raise your comfort level.

With the Coleman® Echelon™ Residential Communicating Control, you get  
the simplicity and elegance of touch screen control. Meanwhile, your system gets the intelligent  

instructions it needs to make sure each part is contributing to whole home comfort.

* Available with English, French  
or Spanish text options.
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Say goodbye to programming hassles.

The Communicating Control makes programming  

and controlling your home comfort system quick and 

simple, thanks to intuitive, easy-to-follow touch screens.

An inspired design.

Inspired by the ease-of-use and readability of today’s 

cutting-edge touch screen devices, the stylish 

Communicating Control gives you a user-friendly, 

high-definition, multilingual* touch screen tool to keep 

your home environment comfortable year-round.

Get comfortable. Faster.

The exclusive “Quick Heat and Cool” feature  

allows you to “speed up” either the heating or 

cooling mode by temporarily putting your system  

at the highest capacity.

It’s easy to remember.

Keeping your system in tip-top shape has never been 

easier, thanks to convenient reminders that keep you 

in the loop on system status and routine maintenance.

Enjoy your indoor climate.

The Communicating Control provides 

enhanced control capabilities to satisfy your 

unique comfort needs and maintain your 

indoor climate consistently and efficiently.

Relax while you’re away.

With the Communicating Control, you can easily 

program multiple custom and vacation schedules  

for convenience and energy savings.

Stay in your comfort zone.

The Communicating Control provides enhanced 

zoning control capabilities to meet the individual 

comfort requirements in each area of your 

home more consistently and efficiently.


